Recognizing the expressed desires of our membership and the research community at large, ACM took a bold new approach to-and stand onopen access publishing, one that will no doubt set the tone for other professional organizations. We witnessed the steadfast commitment and global impact of our hubs in Europe, India, and China. And we continue to enrich ACM's pledge to educate future generations about the wonders of computer science with new initiatives and joint efforts that share our resources with the world.
Last April, ACM ushered in several publishing policy changes that increased access to its journals and conference proceedings. The changes were designed to balance the needs of authors and researchers in the computing community by expanding author rights as well as enabling SIGs to sponsor the open access to their most current proceedings. These latest policy changes serve as another step forward in an ongoing process in which ACM adapts to the new realities of scholarly publishing and prepares for an open access future.
ACM's international initiatives continue to flourish with ACM Europe, ACM India, and ACM China working to build a greater following in these territories by spreading the word and sharing the resources with technology associations and educators worldwide. Indeed, ACM Europe was officially incorporated as a legal entity in Europe this June-a remarkable feat for an organization less than four years old. With this status, ACM Europe can participate in discussions with the European Union on such topics as computing research, technology policies, and education priorities.
Education is the heartbeat of ACM: be it steering the computing curriculum for students and educators; taking the lead in equipping K-12 teachers with the tools and talent to teach next generations; providing publications of the highest quality to nourish today's professionals and scholars; or advising policymakers on the merits of computing as a core component to a student's future. I was proud to be part of the first Heidelberg Laureate Forum (HLF)-an event aimed at broadening the vision of young researchers in computer science and mathematics by connecting them with many of the preeminent scientists in the field. The inaugural HLF gathered more than 25 ACM A.M. Turing Award recipients and winners of other prestigious honors to share information and insights with 200 young researchers from around the world. Imagine the young student being able to sit down with the very role models that sparked their computing passions. It was an extraordinary event-a natural for ACM-and I look forward to next year's forum.
The following report lists just some of the many activities and accomplishments of the Association over the fiscal year. As I write this letter, we are deep into the first quarter of FY14, with many more plans and challenges to address. In many ways, ACM is at a turning point. With the open access movement changing community expectations about how publications should be financed and distributed; with our international presence thriving but SIG membership declining, we must look to restructure ACM's business models in order to build a robust interconnected set of current and future activities, programs, and products. This challenge is of paramount importance in the coming year. Indeed, senior ACM leaders and staff recently held a two-day retreat to sort through the options and explore new ways of thinking about products and services.
As always, we look to our devoted volunteers and members to share their insights and ideas with us. Together, we can prepare ACM for a future even more accomplished and amazing than its past. The centerpiece of ACM publications is the ACM Digital Library (DL) serving as the primary distribution mechanism for all the association's publications as well as host to scientific periodicals and a set of conference proceedings from external organizations. The DL, now available at 2,650 institutions in 64 countries, boasts an estimated 1.5 million users worldwide. The result of this widespread availability led to more than 15 million full-text downloads in FY13.
ACM is committed to increasing the scope of material available via the DL. Last year, over 30,000 full-text articles were added, bringing total DL holdings to 380,000 articles. ACM's Guide to Computing Literature is also integrated within the DL. More than 150,000 works were added to the bibliographic database in FY13, bringing the total Guide coverage to more than 2.2 million works.
ACM is the publisher of 79 periodicals, including 41 journals and transactions, eight magazines, and 30 newsletters as of year-end FY13. During the year, ACM added 465 volumes of conference and related workshop proceedings to its portfolio. In addition, a collection of over 1,260 e-books is now assimilated into the DL, available to all ACM members. Moreover, the ACM International Conference Proceedings Series (ICPS) added 102 new volumes, a significant increase over FY12.
A proposal to reinstate the ACM Press Book Series was adopted by the ACM Publications Board, 12 years after the previous book series effort was discontinued. This new series, in partnership with Morgan & Claypool publishers, will take advantage of the opportunities presented in the scholarly e-book market and focus primarily on academic-oriented research monographs and graduate-level textbooks with an emphasis on unique, innovative works.
The Publications Board's initiative to update the 1998 Computer Classification System was finalized in FY13. It was an exhaustive effort involving 160 domain experts and 13 subdisciplinespecific teams. The previous CCS terms are now mapped to the new version and all articles appearing in the DL reflect the new CSS concepts. ACM's Education Board readied results from its first survey for non-doctoral-granting institutions in computing (NDC). The goal of this annual report is to help fill the gaps in data on non-Taulbee programs and contribute a more complete view of the academic landscape in computing. Indeed, the report confirmed positive trends in enrollment and degree production at participating not-for-profit U.S. academic institutions that grant bachelor's and/or master's degrees in major computing disciplines.
Transactions on Economics and
A white paper addressing the growing popularity of massive open online courses (MOOCs) was published this year that outlined the challenges and opportunities presented by new technologies and current educational experiments. The work was a combined effort between the ACM Education Board, Council, and CSTA.
A 10-year effort to revise and revitalize the computer science curriculum guidelines was finalized this year with the release of the ACM/IEEE-CS Computer Science Curriculum (CS2013). Several high-level themes provided an overarching guide for the development of CS2013, including the importance of viewing CS as a discipline actively seeking to work with other disciplines; reevaluating the essential topics with enough flexibility to add new ones as needed; identifying existing exemplar courses; and understanding that curri-
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The CSTA continues to thrive as a key component in ACM's efforts to see real computer science exist and count at the high school level. CSTA membership increased 27% to a record 13,966 in FY13. The organization released four pivotal reports that examine the state of computer science in the K-12 environment, be it CS teacher readiness, student experiences, or major education research projects.
Under the guidance of the Education Policy Committee, ACM continued its efforts to reshape the U.S. education system to see real computer science exist and count as a core graduation credit in U.S. high schools. Working with the CSTA, the National Center for Women and Information Technology, NSF, Microsoft, and Google, ACM helped launch a new public/private partnership under the leadership of Code.org to strengthen high school level computing courses, improve teacher training, engage states in bringing computer science into their core curriculum guidelines, and encourage more explicit federal recognition of computer science as a key discipline in STEM discussions.
Several SIGs hosted innovative educational programs and special projects throughout the year. For example, one of the major objectives of the ACM SIGGRAPH Education Committee is to help establish a worldwide network of computer graphics educators. This year, the committee's initiatives were promoted at conferences in Brazil, Germany, Spain, and Mexico.
Professional Development
The Practitioners Board and Professional Development Committee (PDC) directed many new products and initiatives designed for computing professionals and managers.
The ACM PDC continued building on the success of the previous year, notably increasing the frequency and reach of its webinar program. The committee added six webinars in FY13, bringing the total number to 10. Among the featured topics: the future of the Internet; engineering SaaS; IBM Watson; and parallel computing.
The PDC also worked to tighten the integration of ACM assets such as the addition of Turing Centenary videos, Queue content, and other ACM learning tools like Tech Packs and podcasts in the ACM Learning Center-the hub of ACM's learning ecosystem.
ACM Queue, the online practitioner's magazine spirited by the Practitioner Board, again surpassed the million-pageview threshold, with 1,039,447 pages viewed over the last 12 months.
ACM Queue also began creating and publishing video portraits-interviews with young practitioners who are ACM members. Five portraits were published this year and the response showed great promise.
Public Policy
ACM's U.S. Public Policy Council (US-ACM) educates policymakers in many areas of potential legislation. This year the committee provided support, voiced opposition, or gave expert feedback to lawmakers regarding the Identity Ecosystem Steering Group, the continuity of e-government, reform of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act and the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, and noted concerns about federal caps on scientific and technical conference spending. USACM also offered advice on how the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the software community could enhance the quality of software-relat- The Education Policy Committee and CSTA remains deeply involved in Computing in the Core coalition efforts to increase access to rigorous computing courses for all students. In the last year, CSTA members participated in many events promoting education initiatives on this front and met with legislators to discuss STEM education issues.
ACM Council
The Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE) engages in a variety of projects to promote professionalism and ethical behavior consistent with and supportive of the ACM's position on professional ethics. Along with crafting workshops devoted to methods of teaching ethics and decision making, COPE endorsed the Pledge of the Computing Professional and worked with other computer societies nurturing ethics.
SIGCHI's International Public Policy Committee is finalizing a report to serve as a foundation for the topic of human-computer interaction and public policy.
Students
The 37 th Annual ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest (ACM-ICPC) took place in St. Petersburg, Russia, with 120 teams competing in the World Finals. Earlier rounds of the competition included nearly 30,000 contestants representing 2,300 universities from 91 countries. Financial and systems support for ICPC is provided by IBM. The top four teams won gold medals as well as employment or internship offers from IBM.
The ACM Student Research Competition (SRC), sponsored by Microsoft Research, continues to offer a unique forum for undergraduate and graduate students to present their original research at well-known ACMsponsored and co-sponsored conferences before a panel of judges and attendees. This year's SRC saw graduate and undergraduate winners compete against more than 219 participants in contests held at 17 ACM conferences.
The ACM-W Scholarship program further enhanced its support for women undergraduate and graduate students in CS and related programs. The committee awarded 33 student scholarships in FY13 to students to attend research conferences around the world. SIGPLAN's mentoring initiatives are designed to encourage and support the next generation of the programming languages community. Like all ACM SIGs, SIGPLAN supplies financial support for students to attend conferences. Moreover, the group supports a Programming Languages Mentoring workshop to encourage students to pursue careers in this field.
Internationalization
ACM Europe was incorporated into a legal entity in FY13. As a legal entity, ACM Europe is now able to engage and influence EU-wide policy and par- 
